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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
29,4 (1988) 
A TOPOLOGICAL VERSION OF A COMBINATORIAL THEOREM OF KATeTOV 
Aleksander GbtASZCZYK, KIM OOK YONG 
Dedicated to Professor M. KatStov on his seventieth birthday 
Abstract: We prove that for every fixed-point-free homeomorphism f of a 
O-dimensional paracompact space X onto a closed subset of X there exists a 
par t i t ion -{U, ,U2,U-j} of X consisting of closed-open sets such that f (u \ )nU.= 
=0 for every i £, 3. 
Key words: Fixed-point-free homeomorphism, O-dimensional space, paracom-
pact space, clopen partition. 
Classification: 54C10, 54D18 
The theorem mentioned in the title says that if f is a mapping of a set 
X into itself such that f(x)-ij.x for all x«X, then X is the union of disjoint 
sets A,,A2,A-j such that f(A.)oA.=0 for all i*3; see M. KatStov f.4l.There is 
a natural question if the sets A. can be open whenever X is a topological spa-
ce. In this paper we present a partial answer to this question as well as so-
me consequences of our result. Namely, we prove that if f is a homeomorphism 
of a O-dimensional paracompact space X onto a closed subspace of X and f(x)afc 
•£ x for all x«=X, then X is the union of disjoint clopen (= closed and open) 
sets U,, U2, U^ such that f(Ui)nUi=0 for all i-&3. In particular, if X is 0-
dimensional and metrizable, then for every homeomorphism f of X onto a closed 
subset of X, there exists a partition $F,U, ,U2,U--] of X such that F is just 
the set of fixed points of f and f(Ui)nUi=0 for i&3 and all sets [}. are open 
in X. By the Stone Representation Theorem and the fact that compact sets are 
paracompact,we obtain the following corollary: if B is a Boolean algebra and 
h is a homomorphism of B onto B with the property that for every ultrafilter 
xcB there exists uex such that h(u) # x, then there exist disjoint elements 
u1,u2>u34fB such that u ^ u - v U j ^ and K U . J A U ^ O for all i£3. For complete 
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Boolean algebras we obtain a short proof of the well known theorem due to Z. 
Frolfk t3l: if h is a homomorphism of a complete Boolean algebra B onto it-
self, then there exist disjoint elements u, ,u2,u-».u. sB such that u ^ u « v u , v 
yu.=l and h is the identity on the partial algebra Br^u, and h(u.)Au.=0 
holds for all i with 2 4 i ^ 4 . 
The authors are deeply obliged to Professors Sabine Koppelberg and WZady-
slaw Kulpa and Marian Turzanski. 
All spaces in the paper are assumed to be Tychonoff. A space X is 0-dim-
ensional if dim X=0, i.e. for every two disjoint functionally closed sets A, 
Be X there exists a clopen set UcX such that AeUCX-B. In the case of com-
pact spaces O-dimensionality simply means that a space has a base consisting 
of clopen sets. 
Lama 1. For every continuous mapping f of a O-dimensional space X into 
itself such that f(x)#x for every x **X, there exists a covering P of X con-
sisting of clopen sets such that f(U)r.U=0 for every U*P. 
Proof of this lemma is clear since if H and G are disjoint clopen neigh-
bourhoods of x and f(x) respectively, then there exists a clopen set UcH such 
that f(U)c G. 
Lemma 2. Let f be a homeomorphism of a O-dimensional normal space A on-
to a closed subset of X and let -fU,,... ,[}A be a family of disjoint clopen 
sets in X such that f(U,)nU.=0 for every i£4. Then there exist disjoint clo-
pen sets H, ,H2,H-,<:X such that: 
(1) Hxi H2uH3=U4 
(2) f(U.uH.)A(U.vH.)-!3 for a l l i £3 . 
Proof. Since f is a homeomorphism and f(X) is closed in X, the family 
$u\r*f(U,), U*nf(U 2), U»n f(UJJ consists of disjoint closed subsets of X. 
Hence, by normality and O-dimensionality of X, there exist disjoint clopen 
sets F,,F2>F--cX such that the union of these sets equals 0\ and 
(3) U4nf(U.)cFi for all i43. 
Since the sets U, are disjoint and clopen, there exist disjoint clopen sets 
G, ,6«,G,CX the union of which equals u\ and such that 
(4) U 4nr
1 (U i )cG i for a l l i 43. 
We set 
Wi= LA4F,r>Gk:j,k;43 and j 4 i and k .#• i x . 
Clearly W ^ W ^ W ^ and f(Wi)^Wi=0 for all iA3 since f(U4)nU4=0. By the 
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condition (3), f(Ui)^iWi=0 and by the condition (4)„ f(WJL)^Ui=0. Therefore, 
for arbitrary i^3, we get 
f(Uiv,Wi)o(U.uWi)=0. 
Now it suffices to set H1=W1, H2=W2-W1 and H3=W3> (W^'W^. 
Remark. One can easily observe that the assumption that X is normal and 
f(X) is closed can be replaced by the assumption that the sets U,, U«, U, are 
compact. 
Recall that a family R of subsets of a space X is called locally finite 
if every point of X has a neighbourhood which intersects at most finitely ma-
ny members of R. It is easy to see that if R is locally finite, then cl(UR)-
= <w'-\d A:As R}. A topological (Hausdorff) space X is said to be paractjmpact 
if every open covering of X has a locally finite refinement. All compact spa-
ces and all metrizable spaces are paracompact; see e.g. R. Engelking C21. 
Theorem 1. For every homeomorphism f of a U-dimensional paracompact spa-
ce X onto a closed subspace of X such that f(x) 4. x for all xsX, there exists 
a disjoint family -JU,, U2, U3 k of clopen sets covering X such that f(U.)nU.= 
=0 for all i4 3. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, there exists a family P of open subsets of X such 
that UP=X and f(U)r.U=0 for every Us P. Since X is paracompact we can assu-
me that P is locally f i n i t e . We set P= -(V^ : of << xltf where t= |P|. By trans-
finite induction we can pick for every oc < x a clopen set W. c X such that 
X - ( t 4 W . ^ < o O H <JiV %:*,< -r l<^ycW c Cc V^ . 
Such a choice is possible since X is O-dimensional and normal. Then the resul-
ting family -CW^, :sc<vl is a locally finite covering of X and consists of 
clopen sets. Now we set 
H =W„, o o' 
H^ =Wy> - i ' | W v : £< «t t for 0 < *x < r -
Clearly, the family -{H^ : <x < v\ is a covering of X consisting of disjoint 
clopen sets such that f(H^ ) A H^ =0 for all ac < X . Now for every <*• «. x -
- -(0,1,2| we construct, using Lemma 2, a disjoint family -{G** ,GJ* .G^* of 
clopen sets such that 
H * = G o v G f c G2 and Gr° Gi = g 5 for * * J and 
f(H.uUiG? :2<JtY()A(Hiv/L 4G^ :2<f**i)=0 for i*2. 
This is possible since for every ic $0,1,2^ , the family 
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\L'$6^ i2*.* £ fl} : fj<ac}is increasing and consists of clopen sets, be-
cause the members of this family are unions of locally finite families of 
clopen sets. It is easy to check that the sets 
U1=H iuUlGf:2<.tX<-xi for i i ^0 , l ,2 ' j 
have the required properties. 
Corollary 1. If f is a homeomorphism of a O-dimensional compact space X 
into itself and* f(x) 4- x f o r every xsX, then X is the union of a disjoint 
family ^UpU^uy, of clopen sets such that f(U.)nu\=0 fo r i43. 
Remark. The Boolean version of this co rol la ry was formulated in the in-
t roduc t ion . A proof can be also der ived d i r e c t l y from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. 
Indeed, in compact case the family P in Lemma 1 can assume to be a finite fa-
mily of disjoint clopen sets. Then, using Lemma 2 in finitely many steps we 
obtain the conclusion of Corollary 1. 
Corollary 2. For every homeomorphism f of a 0-dimensional met r izable 
space X onto a closed subspace of X there exists a disjoint family-fF,U,U,,U21 
cover ing X and such that F is the set of all. fixed points of f, the sets U. 
are open and f(U.)r.U.=0 f o r all i£2. 
To prove the co rol la ry it suffices to apply Theorem 1 to the mapping f 
restricted to X-F. 
Corollary 3. If a homeomorphism f of a O-dimensional paracompact space 
X onto a closed subspace of X does not have fixed points, then the extension 
of f over (iX does not have fixed points as well. 
Proof. Let the family tU,,U2,U.,i be like in Theorem 1. Then the family 
4,cl U, ,cl 0*2,cl U-,j, where cl stands fo r the closure in the topology of f$X, 
is a cover ing of p>X consisting of disjoint clopen sets. For every i ̂  4j,k if 
we have f(U. );U.uU, . Then, f o r the extension pf of f we get ftf(cl U.) z 
1 j K ' 1 
1 cl U.acl U. . Thus /3f(x) 4- x f o r every x « j*X since the sets cl U., fo r 
J K 1 
i&3, are pairwise disjoint and cover fiX. 
Our Lemma 2 can also be used to obtain a simple proof of the F r o l i k ' s 
Theorem mentioned in the i n t roduc t ion . F i r s t we note the following consequ-
ence of the lemma: 
Lemma 3. Let f be a homeomorphism of a space X into itself and let 
1*V :n < 4> i be a sequence of compact clopen sets such that f(V )nV =0 fo r e-
very n <u>. Then there exists a family ili-̂ Uj-U-j} of disjoint open sets such 
that 
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(5) U 1wU 2oU 3= l,\Vn:n <- ^'' 
(6) f(Ui)^U.=0 for i=3. 
Proof. First we note that there exists a family -{W :n<^->! of disjoint 
compact clopen sets such that f(W )«"*W =0 for all n < to and t « -\W :n «t >s> { = 
= ^ MV :n < VK>\ . Then we proceed like in the proof of Theorem 1. Using Lemma 
2 (cf. the remark after the lemma), we construct by induction for every n>3 
a disjoint family of compact clopen sets -tG?,G2,G3 *such that: 
G^v/G^G^W^ for n>3 and 1 2 3 n 
f(W^ tfsj ... cG1)n(WiuG1u...v>G1)=0 for i£3. 
Finally, for i£3 we set Ui=Wi u u ' - G ^ - . ^ n < CJ'J . 
Theorem 2 (Z. Frolik £3]). If f is a homeomorphism of a locaMy compact 
extremally disconnected space X into itself, then X is the union of a disjo-
int family {U ,U,,U«,U-A of clopen sets such that f(x)=x for every x*=U and 
f(U.)r»U.=0 whenever 0 < i £ 3 . 
Proof. Let R be the set of all disjoint families -\,V, ,V?,V,"i consisting 
of clopen sets such that: 
f ( V l u V 2 c / V 3 ) C V l w V 2 v ' V 3 and 
f(Vj[)AVi=0 for all i£3. 
We claim that R 4 0 whenever f is not the identity. Indeed, since X is local-
ly compact, there exists a compact clopen set V, c X such that f(V, )rV,=0. 
Let us choose a compact clopen set V ?cX such that V2r.V,=0 and V«Af(X) = 
=f(V1). Since f is one-to-one, f(vp r\ f(V2)=0. Hence f(V2)nV2=0. Going by 
induction we construct a sequence ^V :n <to£of compact open sets such that 
for every n <. *JJ we have 
(7) f(Vp)=f(X)AVn+1 and f(Vn)^Vn=0 and V n^V n + 1=0. 
Then by Lemma 3 we get a disjoint family iW, ,W2,W3|r of open sets such that 
f(Wi)nW.=0 for all i£3 and 
f(W1t;W2t.W3)cw1t W 2uW 3 (cf. the condition (5)). 
Since X is extremally disconnected, the family ̂ cl W,,cl W2,cl W,' is disjoint 
and belongs to R. Using Kuratowski-Zorn Lemma it is quite easy to show that 
if R is ordered by the relation 
J.WpW2,W3i< <V1,V2,V3l iff W icV i for all i*3, 
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then there exists an element iU, jÛ jU-,̂  which is maximal in R. It remains to 
show that f is the identity on the set X - (U, v, u^^U- , ) . Assume the contrary. 
Then by the same argument as above we construct a sequence $V :n «-• Cu \ of com-
pact open sets for which the condition (7 ) holds true and moreover V n(U, u 
c /U 2 uU 5 )=0. There are two possibilities: 
Case 1. For every n < a> and every i£3, f(V )oU.=0. Then also V r*U.=. 
=0 for every n < to and every i£3, because f ( U . ) c U . u U . whenever i <$ ij,k'e. 
Using Lemma 3 once again we get a disjoint family 4G,,G2,G-,* of open sets sa-
tisfying conditions analogous to (5 ) and (6 ) and such that G.' U.=0 f o r i,j £ 
£ 3 . Hence the family -[cl G ^ U , , cl G2<-*U2, cl G,v U-,] belongs to R; a con-
tradiction. 
Case 2. For some n < -u> and some ii3 we have f(VJnU. .̂ 0. We can as-
sume that i=l and n is minimal with this property. By the condition ( 7 ) , 
f~ ^ v n + i )
= v
n '
 We can a*so assume (see the construction of the sets V ) that 
U.n V. =0 for every i £ 3 and every k£n. Now we consider the sets Hn,...,H 
defined by the formula: 
Hi = Vi A f i~ n" 1 ( Ul )-
These sets are non-empty and have the following properties: 
H.nHi+1=0 and f C H ^ r H . ^ for all i£ n and f ( H n ) r U 1 . 
If n is even we set G,=U,L-H, t'H-jU ... vH ,, G2=U2V/H2oH/+u ... cH n. If n is 
odd we set G,=U, u H 2 u H 4 i J ... u H ,, G2=U2u H, u H, u ... v/H . In both cases 
G-»=U,. Now it is easy to check that -C U,,U2,U3^ < CG,,G2,G-51,which leads to a 
contradiction completing the proof. 
We end the paper with an example which shows that there exists a fixed-
point-free homeomorphism f of a O-dimensional locally compact space X onto 
itself for which does not exist any finite covering P consisting of disjoint 
clopen sets such that f<U)nU=0 for all UiP. 
Example. Let X= -C-1,0,13 - 4 0}, where 0 is the point of the cube all 
coordinates of which equal zero. The mapping f:X—*X is defined by the form-
ula 
f(x)e C = -x^ for all at < <*>l, 
where x^ is the ou-th coordinate of the point x. One can easily show (see 
e.g. B. Efimov [ 1 3 ) that every real-valued continuous function on X can be 
extended over the cube -1-1,0,1} . Thus (\X=-C-1,0,H and the point 0 is 
the unique fixed point of the extension of f over p>X. The same argument as 
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in the proof of Corollary 3 shows that for every finite covering P of X con-
sisting of disjoint clopen sets there exists U eP such that f ( U ) n U ^ 0 . 
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